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Abstract

Background: Mathematical models play a key role in systems biology: they summarize the currently available
knowledge in a way that allows to make experimentally verifiable predictions. Model calibration consists of finding
the parameters that give the best fit to a set of experimental data, which entails minimizing a cost function that
measures the goodness of this fit. Most mathematical models in systems biology present three characteristics which
make this problem very difficult to solve: they are highly non-linear, they have a large number of parameters to be
estimated, and the information content of the available experimental data is frequently scarce. Hence, there is a need
for global optimization methods capable of solving this problem efficiently.

Results: A new approach for parameter estimation of large scale models, called Cooperative Enhanced Scatter
Search (CeSS), is presented. Its key feature is the cooperation between different programs (“threads”) that run in
parallel in different processors. Each thread implements a state of the art metaheuristic, the enhanced Scatter Search
algorithm (eSS). Cooperation, meaning information sharing between threads, modifies the systemic properties of the
algorithm and allows to speed up performance. Two parameter estimation problems involving models related with
the central carbon metabolism of E. coli which include different regulatory levels (metabolic and transcriptional) are
used as case studies. The performance and capabilities of the method are also evaluated using benchmark problems
of large-scale global optimization, with excellent results.

Conclusions: The cooperative CeSS strategy is a general purpose technique that can be applied to any model
calibration problem. Its capability has been demonstrated by calibrating two large-scale models of different
characteristics, improving the performance of previously existing methods in both cases. The cooperative
metaheuristic presented here can be easily extended to incorporate other global and local search solvers and specific
structural information for particular classes of problems.

Background
The aim of systems biology is to understand the organi-
zation of complex biological systems by combining exper-
imental data with mathematical modeling and advanced
computational techniques. Mathematical models play a
key role, since–among other functions–they summarize
the currently available knowledge in a way that allows
to make experimentally verifiable predictions. Due to the
increasing amount of “omic” data available from high
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throughput techniques, there is a need for large-scale
model building methods.
Model building is a complex task that usually follows

an iterative process [1-7]. It begins with the definition of
the purpose of the model, this is, with the determination
of the questions that the model should be able to answer.
This conditions the modeling framework and the infor-
mation that must be included in the model. The next step
is to propose a mathematical structure with the necessary
level of detail, which will in general include a number of
unknown, non-measurable parameters. An estimation of
these parameters is needed in order to obtain quantita-
tive predictions; this is the next step, which is commonly
known as parameter estimation or identification, data
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fitting, or model calibration [1,4-6]. The final step is model
validation, which entails testing the model with new data;
if this reveals modeling errors, the process should be
iteratively repeated.
In recent years a number of approaches to large-scale

kinetic modelling have been presented. Jamshidi and
Palsson [8] presented a procedure to construct dynamic
network models in a scalable way using metabolomic data
mapped onto existing stoichiometric models, thus incor-
porating kinetics and regulation into those stoichiometric
models. Liebermeister and Klipp [9,10] introduced a sim-
plified, general rate law named convenience kinetics. It
can be derived from a random-order enzyme mechanism,
and it may be used to obtain a dynamical model from
a biochemical network. The resulting model has plausi-
ble biological properties. More recently, the same authors
proposed five modular rate laws [11], characterized by
different formulae of their denominators, as a way of
parameterizing metabolic network models. Tran et al [12]
advocated the use of an ensemble of dynamic models.
The models in the ensemble share the same mechanis-
tic framework, span the space of all kinetics allowable
by thermodynamics, and reach the same steady state.
The size of the ensemble is reduced by acquiring data,
converging to a smaller and more predictive set of mod-
els, which are able to describe relevant phenotypes upon
enzyme perturbations. The well-known flux balance anal-
ysis method (FBA) has been widely used for large-scale
analysis of metabolic networks. In [13] it was extended
in order to incorporate transcriptional regulation (regula-
tory FBA, or rFBA); further developments included also
signal transduction networks (integrated FBA or iFBA
[14], and integrated dynamic FBA or idFBA [15]). Another
integration of FBA with kinetic information was carried
out by Smallbone et al. In [16] they presented amethod for
building a parameterized genome-scale kinetic model of a
metabolic network, based solely on the knowledge of reac-
tion stoichiometries. Fluxes were estimated by flux bal-
ance analysis and allowed to vary dynamically according
to linlog kinetics. This method was applied [17] to amodel
of S. cerevisiae comprising 956 metabolic reactions and
820 metabolites. Kotte et al [18] modeled the coupling of
enzymatic and transcriptional regulation of E. coli’s cen-
tral metabolism using differential equations. The resulting
medium-scale model is able to explain, from the inter-
play of known interactions, the adjustments of metabolic
operation between glycolytic and gluconeogenic carbon
sources. Another interesting contribution to the problem
of building large-scale mathematical models of biological
systems can be found in [19]. It extends an ordinary differ-
ential equation (ODE) model of ErbB signaling pathways
to include 28 proteins, 499 ODEs, 828 reactions, and 229
parameters. The parameter space size is reduced to 75,
following an initial sensitivity analysis based on estimates

of nominal parameter values. Parameter estimation is
then carried out by means of extensive computations
using an stochastic method (simulated annealing).
The parameter estimation problem is an element of

key importance in these modeling strategies. The aim
is to find the parameters that give the best (optimal) fit
to a set of experimental data, which entails minimizing
(optimizing) a cost function that measures the good-
ness of this fit. Thus, calibration of dynamic models can
be considered as one of the applications of mathemati-
cal optimization in computational systems biology [20].
Parameter estimation is usually formulated as a non-linear
programming problem (NLP) subject to the dynamic and
stationary constraints which define the behaviour of the
system. Most mathematical models in systems biology
present three characteristics which make this problem
very difficult to solve:

1. They are highly non-linear, which creates
multimodality, so standard local methods (e.g.
Levenberg-Marquardt or Gauss-Newton) converge
to local solutions. This must be overcome with the
use of global methods capable of finding the
optimum in a rugged landscape.

2. There is large number of parameters to be estimated.
This is an especially problematic issue, since the
necessary computational effort increases very rapidly
with the problem size. The increase may be
exponential, thus preventing methods that work well
for a limited number of parameters from being
applied to realistically sized problems. This means
that global deterministic methods, which guarantee
finding the global optimum, fail to provide the
solution in reasonable computing times. Hence,
stochastic methods must be used instead.

3. The information content of the available
experimental data is frequently scarce, which might
cause an identifiability problem (i.e., different
combinations of parameter values may produce
similar model outputs). An example illustrating this
point can be found in the aforementioned work of
Chen et al [19], where the estimation of parameters
yielded the result that the model is non-identifiable.

Due to these difficulties, no full and proper model
calibration has been performed so far in the large-
scale kinetic models referenced above. In many cases, a
large subset of parameters were taken, where available,
from previous models or databases, but this procedure,
although practical for some aplications, is not equiva-
lent to a proper calibration of the large-scale model. Our
main objective in this paper it to present a novel meta-
heuristic which exploits cooperative parallelism in order
to surmount the difficulties mentioned above. Parallel
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implementations of global optimization methods have
been used recently in systems biology (see [21] and ref-
erences therein). Here we have improved this concept by
incorporating cooperation of individual search threads.
The novelty of our approach has the following two main

pillars:

• The use of an efficient global optimization method
for solving large-scale parameter estimation
problems, based on extensions of the scatter search
metaheuristic [22-25].

• A parallel implementation of the algorithm
incorporating a cooperative strategy, which means
that there is an exchange of information between a
set of individual optimization programs, or threads,
running in parallel. As a result, this cooperation not
only speeds up the algorithm, but also alters its
systemic properties, thus yielding performance
improvements more than proportional to the
increase in computing power.

The capabilities of these novel methods are illustrated
considering two case studies based on E. coli:

• Model 1: a model of E. coli ’s central carbon
metabolism (CCM) [11].

• Model 2: a dynamic E. coli model that couples its
central carbon metabolism with enzymatic and
transcriptional regulation [18].

This paper is structured as follows: after the presen-
tation of the problem statement, we discuss the need of
global optimizationmethods, and then we present a coop-
erative parallel method which is able to handle the chal-
lenges arising from this class of problems. Results for two
different case studies are then presented and discussed,
finally arriving to a set of conclusions.

Problem statement
Given a model of a nonlinear dynamic system and a
set of experimental data, the parameter estimation prob-
lem consists of finding the vector of decision variables p
(unknown model parameters) that minimizes a cost func-
tion that measures the goodness of the fit of the model
predictions with respect to the data, subject to a num-
ber of constraints. The output state variables that are
measured experimentally are called observables.
Mathematically, it is formulated as a nonlinear pro-

gramming problem (NLP) with differential-algebraic con-
straints (DAEs), where the goal is to find p to minimize

J =
nε∑

ε=1

nε
o∑

o=1

nε,o
s∑

s=1

(
ymε,o

s − yε,o
s (p)

)T W
(
ymε,o

s − yε,o
s (p)

)

(1)

where nε is the number of experiments, nε
o is the num-

ber of observables per experiment, and nε,o
s is the number

of samples per observable per experiment. The measured
data will be denoted as ymε,o

s and the corresponding
model predictions will be denoted as yε,o

s (p). Finally,W is
a scaling matrix used to balance the contributions of the
observables (usually by scaling each temporal series with
respect to its maximum value).
The minimization is subject to the following con-

straints:

ẋ = f (x,p, t) (2)

x(t0) = x0 (3)

y = g(x,p, t) (4)

heq(x, y,p) = 0 (5)

hin(x, y,p) ≤ 0 (6)

pL ≤ p ≤ pU (7)

where g is the observation function, x is the vector of
state variables with initial conditions x0, f is the set of dif-
ferential and algebraic equality constraints describing the
system dynamics (that is, the nonlinear process model),
heq and hin are equality and inequality constraints that
express additional requirements for the system perfor-
mance, and pL and pU are lower and upper bounds for the
parameter vector p.
As was mentioned in the Background section, in sys-

tems biology models this problem is often multimodal
(nonconvex), due to the nonlinear and constrained nature
of the system dynamics. Hence, standard local methods
usually fail to obtain the global optimum. As an alterna-
tive, one may choose a multistart strategy, where a local
method is used repeatedly, starting from a number of dif-
ferent initial guesses for the parameters. However, this
approach is usually not efficient for realistic applications,
and global optimization (GO) techniques, such as the ones
presented in the next section, need to be used instead.

Methods
To efficiently solve the calibration problem there is a need
of global optimization methods whose performance does
not deteriorate when the number of parameters to be
estimated is very large (as it occurs with most methods).
Global optimization methods can be divided into deter-
ministic and stochastic. Deterministic global optimization
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methods guarantee that the solution is the global opti-
mum, but the computational effort they require can make
them unaffordable for large-scale problems. Stochastic
global optimization methods, on the other hand, do not
guarantee the global optimality of the solution, but they
are frequently capable of finding excellent solutions in rea-
sonable computation times. A particularly efficient class
of stochastic global optimization methods are the so-
called metaheuristic approaches, which combine mecha-
nisms for exploring the search space and exploiting pre-
viously obtained knowledge. Here we propose a method,
Cooperative enhanced Scatter Search (CeSS), based on
extensions and cooperative parallelization of the scatter
search metaheuristic [22-25].

Global optimization via enhanced scatter search
Scatter search can be classified as an evolutionary opti-
mization method which, like many other metaheuristics,
arose in the context of integer optimization [26]. Several
adaptations to continuous problems have been developed
in recent years. The application of the method to param-
eter estimation in systems biology problems has provided
excellent results [22].
Scatter search is a population-based algorithm which,

compared with other methods like genetic algorithms,
makes use of a low number of population members, called
“Reference Set” (RefSet) in this context. Besides, scat-
ter search includes the so-called “improvement method”
which usually consists in a local search to speed-up the
convergence to optimal solutions.
To illustrate how the method works, Figures 1.(a-d) rep-

resent the contour plots of an arbitrary objective function
to be optimized (e.g., a least squares function in the case of
parameter estimation), together with the solutions which
constitute the RefSet and their evolution.
The method starts by creating an initial population of

diverse solutions within the search space (Figure 1.a).
From them, the best solutions in terms of quality are
selected to create the initial RefSet (in red in Figure 1.b).
The rest of solutions in the RefSet are chosen randomly
(in green in Figure 1.b), although in some advanced imple-
mentations they may be chosen following a criterion of
maximum diversity to cover a broader area of the search
space. Once the RefSet solutions have been selected, the
remaining diverse solutions generated in the first step
are deleted and the so-called “subset generation method”
starts. It consists in combining sets of RefSet solutions
to create new ones. In our scheme, we combine every
solution in the RefSet with the other RefSet by generating
hyper-rectangles defined by their relative position and dis-
tance, and creating new solutions inside them. This step
is illustrated in Figure 1.c. Each RefSet member will create
one hyper-rectangle with every other RefSetmember, thus
generating a number of b − 1 new solutions (being b the

RefSet size) per each RefSet member. After this procedure,
all the RefSet members have a set of offspring solutions
around them covering different distances and directions
(Figure 1.d). If the best offspring solution outperforms the
parent solution (which is the case of Figure 1.d with the
best offspring solution represented as a star), the replace-
ment (or update) is carried out. Otherwise, the same
RefSet member will stay in the population in the next
iteration. Although the procedure is illustrated for just
one RefSet member, the same scheme applies for every
solution in the RefSet. After the RefSet update, the algo-
rithm applied the “solution combination method” again,
repeating the process until a stop criterion is met.
In this work, a novel extended implementation of the

enhanced scatter search metaheuristic (eSS) [24,25], has
been used. Its pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1
Basic pseudocode of eSS
Set parameters: dim refset, local.n2, balance, ndiverse

Initialize nstuck , neval

Create set of ndiverse solutions

Generate initial RefSet with dim refset solutions with high quality and
random elements

repeat

Sort RefSet by quality
[
x1, x2, . . . , xdim refset] so that f (xi) ≤ f (xj) where

i, j ∈[ 1, 2, . . . , dim refset] and i < j
ifmax

(
abs

(
xi−xj
xj

))
≤ ε with i < j then

Replace xj by a random solution

end if
for i = 1 to dim refset do

Combine xi with the rest of population members to generate a set of
dim refset new solutions,
offspringi
xioff = best solution in offspringi

if xioff outperforms xi then

Label xi
xtemp = xi
improvement = 1
� = 1
while f (xioff) < f (xtemp) do

Create a new solution, xnew, in the hyper-rectangle defined by[
xioff − xtemp−xioff

�
, xioff

]

xtemp = xioff
xioff = xnew
improvement = improvement + 1
if improvement = 2 then

� = �/2
improvement = 0

end if

end while

end if
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Figure 1 eSS algorithm. Enhanced scatter search scheme.

end for

offspring=

⎛
⎜⎝

offspring1
offspring2
. . .
offspringn

⎞
⎟⎠ with n = dim refset

if neval ≥ local.n2 and at least one local solution has been found then

Sort offspring solutions by quality
[
x1,1, x2,1, . . . , xm,1

]
wherem = n(n−1)

and f (xi,1) ≤ f (xj,1) where i, j ∈[ 1, 2, . . . ,m] and i < j
Compute the minimum distance between each element i ∈[ 1, 2, . . . ,m] in

offspring and all the local optima found so far, d(xi)
Sort offspring solutions by diversity

[
x1,2, x2,2, . . . , xm,2

]
with d(xi,2) ≥

d(xj,2) where i, j ∈[ 1, 2, . . . ,m] and i < j
Choose z as the offspringmember balancing quality and diversity accord-

ing to balance
Perform a local search from z to obtain z∗
if z∗ is a new local optimum then

Update list of found local optima adding z∗

end if
if f (z∗) < fbest then

Update xbest, fbest

end if
neval = 0

end if
neval = neval + function evaluations of current iteration
Replace labeled population members by their corresponding xioff and reset

their corresponding nstuck(i)
Add one unit to the corresponding nstuck(j) of the not labeled population

members
if any of the nstuck values > nchange then

Replace those population members by random solutions and reset their
nstuck values

end if

until stopping criterion is met

Apply final local search over xbest and update it

The innovative mechanisms implemented in different
parts of the method as well as the appropriate local search
selection, make the algorithm specially suitable for solving
large-scale optimization problems. These mechanisms,
which address the most important question in global opti-
mization (i.e., the balance between intensificacion, or local
search, and diversification, or global search) are depicted
in the following points:

• Population-based algorithms with a large population
size can become inefficient due to the large amount
of function evaluations they perform in each
iteration. On the other hand, if the population size is
too small, the algorithm may converge prematurely
to suboptimal solutions. The enhanced scatter search
method uses a small population size, even for large-
scale problems, but allowing more search directions
than in classical scatter search designs thanks to the
hyper-rectangle-based combination scheme. This
does not increase the number of evaluations per
iteration while preserving the diversity in the search.

• Another key aspect in population-based algorithms is
the population update scheme. (μ + λ) strategies [27]
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(i.e., members of the following population will be
selected among the set of solutions including old
population members and new offspring solutions)
may tend to prematurely stagnate the population in
suboptimal solutions. (μ, λ) strategies (i.e., members
of the following population will be selected among
the set of solutions including only new offspring
solutions) may need a high number of function
evaluations to converge. On the other hand a (1 + 1)
strategy applied to every population member as the
one depicted in Figures 1.(a-d) can take the
advantages of both mechanisms. This is the strategy
used in eSS and, again, provides a good balance
between intensification (i.e., local search) and
diversification (i.e., global search).

• The specific intensification mechanisms are crucial in
large scale optimization in order to reduce the
computational times as much as possible. eSS
implements an intensification mechanism already in
the global phase, which exploits the promising
directions defined by a pair of solutions in the RefSet.
Besides, the use of a local search method to accelerate
the convergence is mandatory in this type of
applications. Gradient-based methods are the most
widely used local methods. However, for dynamic
problems they might be inefficient due to some
characteristics of this type of problems (see [28] for
more details). Furthermore, the calculation of the
numerical sensitivities carried out by these methods
may become unaffordable when the problem
dimension is too high. A heuristic local search
method seems to be the most convenient choice
when dealing with large-scale problems because, even
if the local convergence might not be ensured,
avoiding the calculation of sensitivities or search
directions may save a large amount of calculation
time. For this reason, and after extensive initial tests,
we have selected a heuristic method known as
“Dynamic Hill Climbing” [29], available in the eSS
framework. This method provided the best results for
the problems tested.

• Even if intensification strategies should be favoured
in large-scale optimization due to the limited
computational time usually available in real
applications, diversification strategies should not be
neglected because stagnation of the search may
appear even in early stages of the process. In this
regard, eSS implements diversification strategies
which make use of memory to infer whether a
solution is stagnated in a local optimum or if it is too
close to previously found solutions. When these
solutions are identified, they are automatically
replaced to avoid spending computational effort
searching in areas already explored.

Cooperative optimization
A common way of reducing the computational cost of a
given algorithm is to parallelize it. This entails performing
several of its calculations simultaneously in different pro-
cessors. Except for some special cases, which are usually
called “embarrasingly parallel”, it is not trivial to separate
the problem into parallel tasks. Here we are interested in
the parallelization of a metaheuristic optimization algo-
rithm, the enhanced scatter search method described in
the previous section.
Before we describe the proposed methodology, we clar-

ify the use of a few words in order to avoid confusion. We
refer to a context where there are a number of processors
available for computing, which can work simultaneously
(in parallel). All of the processors are assumed to be
physically identical, that is, they have the same hard-
ware characteristics. A program running in a processor
is called thread; both terms are interchangeable. In our
methodology we use a master processor, with the task
of coordinating the remaining processors (slaves). All of
the slave processors implement the same program, which
means they perform similar calculations, using different
data sets and different settings.
There are not many examples of research in the area

of parallelization of metaheuristics exploiting coopera-
tion in the way we present here. In [30] three differ-
ent parallelizations of the scatter search were proposed
and compared. In the first one, each local search was
parallelized. In the second one, several local searches
were carried out in parallel. In these two cases it was
possible to reduce the computational time. A third
option was to run the algorithm for different popula-
tions in parallel, but without any communication between
threads.
More recently [31] a more ambitious approach was

presented, where different kinds of metaheuristics were
combined in order to profit from their complementary
advantages. Information was shared between algorithms
and it was dynamically tuned, so the most succesful algo-
rithms were allowed to share more information. For a
detailed review of the state of the art in parallelization of
metaheuristics, see [32].
Sharing information can be seen as a way of cooperat-

ing. Such cooperation produces more than just speed-up:
it can change the systemic properties of an algorithm and
therefore its macroscopic behaviour. This was acknowl-
edged in [33], where four parameters that may affect this
behaviour were identified: (i) information gathered and
made available for sharing; (ii) identification of programs
that share information; (iii) the frequency of informa-
tion sharing among the sequential programs; and (iv) the
number of concurrent programs.
In this section we explore the possibilities of coopera-

tion in order to speed up the convergence of the enhanced
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Scatter Search methodology. We have developed a strat-
egy that is in some way intermediate between the two
aforementioned approaches of [30] and [31]. The idea
is to run, in parallel, several implementations or threads
of the optimization algorithm–which may have differ-
ent settings and/or random initializations–and exchange
information between them. According to the classifica-
tion proposed in [33], this arrangement is characterized as
follows:

1. Information available for sharing: the best solution
found and, optionally, the reference set (RefSet),
which contains information about the diversity of
solutions.

2. Threads that share information: all of them.
3. Frequency of information sharing: the threads

exchange information at a fixed interval τ .
4. Number of concurrent programs: η.

Each of the η threads has a fixed degree of “aggres-
siveness”. “Conservative” threads make emphasis on diver-
sification (global search) and are used for increasing
the probabilities of finding a feasible solution, even if
the parameter space is “rugged” or weakly structured.
“Aggressive” threads make emphasis on intensification
(local search) and speed up the calculations in “smoother”
areas. Please note that both conservative and agressive
threads should be able to locate the globally optimal solu-
tion of the class of problems considered here, but their
relative efficiency will vary depending on the region of
the parameter space where the individual threads are
operating. In this way, we achieve a synergistic gain.
Communication, which takes place at fixed time inter-
vals, enables each thread to benefit from the knowledge
gathered by the others. This knowledge may include not
only information about the best solution found so far,
but also about the sets of diverse parameter vectors that
may be worth trying for improving the solution. Thus
this strategy has several degrees of freedom that have
to be fixed: the time between communication (τ ), the
number of threads (η), and the strategy adopted by each
thread (�). These adjustments should be chosen carefully
depending on the particular problem we want to solve.
In the following lines we give some guidelines for doing
this.

Time between information sharing, τ
On the one hand, the time between information shar-
ing must be large enough to allow each of the threads
to exploit the algorithm’s capabilities. This includes the
initial generation of diverse solutions and their evalua-
tion, followed by several iterations which usually include
local searches. The necessary time depends on the thread’s

settings, which determine, among other things, the num-
ber of diverse solutions that are generated. It also depends
on the time required for an evaluation of the objective
function. On the other hand, if the time is too large, coop-
eration will happen only sporadically, and its efficiency
will be reduced. Hence the appropriate value should be
chosen from a compromise, taking into account the time
required by a single thread to complete a predefined num-
ber of function evaluations, and the problem dimension
(i.e. the number of parameters, npar). We define a tuning
parameter τ as

τ = log10
(
neval
npar

)
(8)

where neval is the maximum number of function eval-
uations allowed between cooperation instants. Therefore,
τ , as defined above, is a dimensionless and machine-
independent parameter that sets the duration of the inter-
vals between information sharing. The logarithm is used
for the convenience of avoiding very large numbers. For
all the problems considered in this study, we have empiri-
cally found that a value in the interval 2.5 < τ < 3.5, with
a default value of 2.5, results in a good trade-off between
efficiency and robustness of the cooperative strategy.

Number of concurrent threads, η
As η increases, the expected speed up increases too. How-
ever, this increase cannot grow in a linear way for an
arbitrarily large number of threads, due to a number of
reasons. One reason is that, as the number of threads
increases, so does the communication overhead. More
importantly, the risk of overlapping - that is, carrying out
similar searches in different threads - increases too due
to the relatively small size of the RefSet. Hence, when
the number of threads is very large, the resulting speed
up is smaller than the increase in computational effort.
For the problems considered here, we have empirically
found that an η = 10 led to good results and thus can be
recommended as a default value.

Settings (strategy) for each thread,�
For cooperation to be efficient, every thread running in
parallel must perform different calculations. Due to the
random nature of metaheuristic algorithms, this can be
achieved simply by choosing different random initializa-
tions, or “seeds”, for each thread. This results first in
different sets of initial guesses, and subsequently in the
exploration of different points of the search space. How-
ever, this is not the only difference that may be made
between threads: we can also select a different behaviour
(more or less aggressive) for each of the threads. An
“aggressive” thread performs frequent local searches, try-
ing to refine the solution very quickly, and keeps a small
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reference set of solutions. This means that it will per-
form well in problems with parameter spaces that have a
smooth shape. “Conservative” threads, on the other hand,
have a large reference set and perform local searches
only sporadically. This means that they spend more time
combining parameter vectors and exploring the differ-
ent regions of the parameter space. Thus, they are more
robust, and hence appropriate, for problems with rugged
parameter spaces. Since the exact nature of the problem
to consider is always unknown, it is advisable to choose a
range of settings that yields conservative, aggressive, and
intermediate threads. For the eSS algorithm this can be
obtained by tuning the following settings:

• Number of elements in the Reference Set
(dim refset).

• Minimum number of iterations of the eSS algorithm
between two local searches (local.n2).

• Balance between intensification and diversification in
the selection of initial points for the local searches
(balance).

• Number of diverse solutions initially generated
(ndiverse).

All these settings have qualitatively the same influence
on the algorithm’s behaviour: if they are large, they lead
to conservative threads; if they are small, to aggressive
threads. The four parameters that define the degree of
aggressiveness of each of the η threads can be stored
in an array �η×4. By default, we recommend to use a
broad spectrum of aggressiveness using the default values
0.5 · npar < dim refset < 20 · npar ; 0 < local.n2 < 100;
0 < balance < 0.5; and 5 · npar < ndiverse < 20 · npar .
Figure 2 shows the cooperative loop, and Algorithm 2

summarizes its pseudo-code. The text marked as SLAVE,
PROCESSOR j corresponds to the code implemented in
parallel by each of the slave processors; the rest of the
computations are carried out by the master processor.

Algorithm 2
Basic pseudocode of the cooperative strategy
MASTER, PROCESSOR 0: Initialization

Set parameters that are common for all threads: τ , η, niters
Set array of aggressiveness parameters: �η×4 ={
dim refsetη×1, ndiverseη×1, local.n2η×1, balanceη×1

}

Initialize global reference set array: Globalref = [ ]
for i = 1 to niters do

for j = 1 to η do

SLAVE, PROCESSOR j (concurrent processing): run optimization accord-
ing to Algorithm 1
(Thread j uses aggressiveness settings vector �{j,:} and initial points

Globalref )

end for
if CPUtime ≥ τ then

for j = 1 to η do

Read results of thread j
if refj /∈ Globalref then

Globalref = [
Globalref , refj

]
end if

end for

end if

end for

Final solution = best solution in Globalref

Results and discussion
As a preliminary validation, we first applied CeSS to
a problem taken from the competition on Large Scale
Global Optimization of the 2012 IEEE World Congress
on Computational Intelligence [34]. Testing the perfor-
mance of our method with this problem has two advan-
tages: first, the benchmark is well known in the large-
scale global optimization community, which facilitates
the critical examination of the results; and second, the
objective function selected from the benchmark has a
smaller computational cost than the ones from ourmodels
(despite having one thousand parameters), which allows
to carry out more extensive tests in less time. The results
are shown in the supplementary material, see Additional
file 1. From them it is concluded that eSS performs well
with the benchmark problem, and that its performance is
considerably improved by using its cooperative version,
CeSS. This confirms the validity of the proposed approach
for large-scale global optimization problems.
Next, we applied CeSS to the two E. coli models men-

tioned in the Background section. Model 1 describes its
central carbon metabolism (CCM), modeled with the
common modular rate law [11].Model 2 couples its CCM
with enzymatic and transcriptional regulation [18]. Due
to its dynamic character, the simulation of Model 2 has a
larger computational cost: in our computers (Xeon Quad-
core processor, 2.50 GHz, 3 GB/core), one evaluation of
the objective function lasts tenths of seconds for Model
1 and several seconds for Model 2. The models charac-
teristics are summarized in Table 1. The CeSS method
described above was implemented and executed in Mat-
lab. Results are discussed in the following subsections.

Model 1: E. coli CCM
First we consider a model of E. coli’s central carbon
metabolism (CCM) with 66 reactions and 74 metabo-
lites, 49 internal and 25 external (Wolfram Libermeis-
ter, personal communication). Reactions and metabolites
are taken from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes database ID [35]; see Additional file 2 for a
list of their names and KEGG IDs. Reaction kinetics are
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Figure 2 Cooperative algorithm. Scheme of the cooperative algorithm; η threads exchange information at fixed intervals with periodicity τ , as
defined in eq. (8).

modeled with the common modular (CM) rate law pro-
posed in [11], which is a generalized form of the reversible
Michaelis-Menten kinetic that applies to any reaction sto-
ichiometry. For a non-regulated reaction A + B ←→ 2C
with concentrations a, b and c, the rate in mol/s reads:

v = u
k+ a

kMA
b
kMB

− k−
(

c
kMC

)2

(
1 + a

kMA

) (
1 + b

kMB

)
+

(
1 + c

kMC

)2
− 1

(9)

where u is an enzyme level (mmol), kMA , kMB and kMC are
reactant constants (mM), and k± are turnover rates (s−1).
The CM rate law resembles the convenience kinetics, with

Table 1 Overview of model features

Model 1 Model 2

Levels Metabolic Metabolic, transcriptional

Parameters 918 178

States 115 47

Observables 115 47

Measures 1150 7614

Static / Dynamic Static Dynamic

Model 1: states are initial concentrations of internal metabolites and initial values
of metabolic fluxes. Data corresponds to 10 different simulated experiments. For
each experiment, the enzyme levels and external metabolite levels are randomly
chosen. Then themetabolic fluxes and internal metabolite levels can be obtained
solving for the steady state. The optimization goal is to minimise the residuals for
the fluxes and internal metabolite levels, which are assumed to be measurable.
More information about the model is included in the Additional file 2.
Model 2: states are the species concentrations; data corresponds to extended
diauxic shift scenario consisting of 3 consecutive environments: first the carbon
source is glucose, then acetate, and finally a mixture of both. The scenario is
described in the simulation files included as supplementary material in [18]. For
simulation purposes it is assumed that all of the states are measured. More
information about the model is included in the Additional file 3.

a slight difference for molecularities m± �= 1 (in con-
venience kinetics, the denominator term for product C
would read 1 + c

kMC
+ c

kMC
2).

The resulting model has 918 parameters: internal
metabolites concentrations; activation, inhibition, and
Michaelis-Menten constants; and velocity and equilib-
rium constants. Their values are given in the supple-
mentary material, see Additional file 2. They are esti-
mated by least squares minimization of the difference
between the model predictions and artificially gener-
ated data regarding internal metabolic concentrations
(49) and fluxes (66), yielding a state vector with 115
elements.
Multistart procedures of local methods are carried out

in order to estimate the nonconvexity of the problem
and compare the results with those obtained with global
optimization. The upper and lower bounds allowed for
the parameters are, respectively, 10 times larger and 10
times smaller than the nominal values, which are shown
in the Additional file 2. Several local methods are tested:
Direct Hill Climbing (DHC), and the MathWorks func-
tions fminsearch (for unconstrained minimization) and
fmincon (for constrained minimization). A common com-
putation time of ten days is imposed to every one of
them. Histograms of the solutions are shown in Figure 3;
the best value of the objective function found is fbest =
2.94 · 101, which is achieved with the DHC method. It
can be noticed that for the same computation time, some
algorithms perform more local searches than others. For
example, with fmincon the calculation of the gradient is
very costly due to the large number of decision vari-
ables, while DHC avoids these calculations and is thus
capable of completing more local searches in the same
time.
Suspecting that a more sophisticated method may be

able to find a better solution, we test our enhanced Scatter
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Figure 3Model 1 - Histograms of multistart local searches. Objective function values achieved by local searches starting from different points
with the FMINSEARCH (Figure 3.a), DHC (Figure 3.b), and FMINCON (Figure 3.c)methods. Calculations were carried out in a single processor and
the computation time was 10 days for each method. The best values obtained were: 5.367 · 105 (FMINSEARCH), 2.938 · 101 (DHC), and 1.459 · 103
(FMINCON).

Search (eSS) algorithm. Since the multistart calculations
were carried out in a single processor, with a total running
time of 10 days, it is fair to compare the results with those
obtained by 10 processors in one day. We thus select 10
different settings for the eSS algorithm and launch the
corresponding 10 optimizations. Since eSS provides the
possibility of launching local searches, we select the local
method that yields best results with the multistart pro-
cedure, DHC. After one day, the best objective function
value achieved is fbest = 7.86, which represents a reduc-
tion of 73% with respect to what was obtained with a
multistart of local searches.

To justify our choice of the eSS algorithm among the
existing metaheuristics, we compare it with another state
of the art metaheuristic such as Differential Evolution
(DE). To ensure a fair comparison we set the same compu-
tation time as for the eSS and local multistart procedures:
we carry out 10 DE optimizations, each with a time limit
of one day. The convergence curves of the DE and eSS
algorithms are shown in Figure 4, which plots, for each
method, the best solution found by any of its 10 threads at
every time instant (note that this is different from showing
10 different convergence curves for each method). Both
algorithms obtain similar results in the first few hours;
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Figure 4Model 1 - Differential Evolution vs. non-cooperative enhanced Scatter Search. Convergence curves of the DE and eSS methods. For
each method 10 threads were launched; the figure shows at every instant the best value found by the threads.
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Figure 5Model 1 - Convergence curves, CeSS vs. eSS. The
performance of 10 individual, non cooperative threads (in black) is
compared with η = 10 cooperative threads that exchange
information with τ = 2.53 (in green). The figure shows the logarithm
of the objective function value plotted against the computation time.
For each method, only the best value found by its 10 threads is
shown at every instant.

after that time, however, eSS achieves fast and significant
improvements whereas DE progressesmore slowly. This is
due to the lack of local searches, which in this problem are
instrumental in refining the solution. Hence, we see that
for calibrating this model it is advisable to combine the
intelligent exploration of the parameter space provided by
metaheuristics with the refinement of the solution pro-
vided by local searches. This supports the choice of the
eSS algorithm.

The next step is to improve the eSS results by means
of the parallel cooperative strategy presented in the previ-
ous section, CeSS. With this aim, the number of threads
is fixed as η = 10; each of them implement the eSS
algorithm with different options (dim refset, local.n2, and
balance; the fourth option ndiverse is common to all
threads). In this way each of the 10 threads has a differ-
ent degree of aggressiveness. Figure 5 shows the conver-
gence curves, which plot the logarithm of the objective
function value against the computation time. The per-
formance of the 10 individual, non cooperative threads
(black line) is compared to the performance of the 10
cooperative threads (green line), which exchange infor-
mation with τ = 2.53 (approximately every 12 hours
in the hardware used). The results show that coopera-
tion greatly speeds up the convergence: while the non-
cooperative threads need 11 days to reach an objective
function value of 1.88, the cooperative threads obtain the
same result in approximately 1.5 days. Therefore cooper-
ation reduces computation times by more than 85%. In 11
days, the cooperative threads achieve objective function
values ranging between 8.05 · 10−1 and 9.71 · 10−1, thus
improving the non-cooperative solution by more than
50%. More figures showing the influence of the tuning
parameters η, τ are included as supplementary material,
see Additional file 2.

To give a better idea of the goodness of the fit, we
test the ability of the calibrated model to reproduce the
original data. Figure 6 plots in logarithmic scale the per-
centage error in the estimated values of the observables,
which are concentrations and fluxes. Similarly, Figure 7
shows the errors in the estimated values of the parameters.
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Figure 6Model 1 - relative errors in the model predictions. Figure 6.a plots the values of the measured vs. predicted states of the model. Note
that the plot range is from 10−5 to 10−4; 10 of the 1150 points have values less than 10−6 and are not shown. Figure 6.b shows an histogram of
the residuals, which are calculated as

∣∣(x̃ − x)/x
∣∣ · 100, where the predicted values are x̃. In both figures the results are plotted in a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 7Model 1 - relative errors in the estimated parameters. Figure 7.a plots the values of the nominal vs. estimated parameters.
Figure 7.b shows an histogram of the residuals, which are calculated as

∣∣(p̃ − p)/p
∣∣ · 100, where the estimated parameters are p̃. In both figures the

results are plotted in a logarithmic scale.

It can be noticed that the model predictions for the
observables (Figure 6.a) are better than the fit between
the nominal and estimated parameters (Figure 7.a). That
is, even though the optimization algorithm manages to fit
the model predictions to the data quite nicely, there are
some groups of parameters that are not estimated accu-
rately. This fact reveals a lack of practical identifiability
for the given model and data. The present work focuses
on the performance of optimization algorithms; that is, in
their ability to reduce the objective function value. This
is different to the identifiability problem, which is not
addressed here but can be surmounted by proper design
of additional experiments. However, from the point of
view of model calibration, the method presented here was

able to successfully solve the inverse problem with better
performance than other state of the art methods.

Model 2: E. coli metabolic model including enzymatic and
transcriptional regulation
The model calibrated in the previous subsection was
purely metabolic. Here we consider a previously published
E. coli model [18] that also takes into account the enzy-
matic and transcriptional regulation layer. It consists of
47 ODEs and 193 parameters (affinity constants, specific
activities, Hill coefficients, growth rates, expression rates,
etc), of which 178 are considered unknown and need to
be estimated. We have reformulated the model to use it in
an optimization context, where the objective function to
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Figure 8Model 2 - Histograms of multistart local searches. Objective function values achieved by local searches starting from different points
with the FMINSEARCH (Figure 8.a), DHC (Figure 8.b), and N2FB (Figure 8.c)methods. Calculations were carried out in a single processor; the
computation time was 240 hours for each method. The best values obtained were: 3.046 · 103 (FMINSEARCH), 7.601 · 102 (DHC), and 1.3863 · 103
(N2FB). Note that the x axis is logarithmic in order to represent the large dispersion of the results.
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Figure 9Model 2 - Differential Evolution vs. non-cooperative
enhanced Scatter Search. Convergence curves of the DE and eSS
methods. For each method 10 threads were launched; the figure
shows at every instant the best value found by the threads.

be minimized consists of the difference between the sim-
ulated concentration profiles obtained with the nominal
and the estimated parameters. Upper and lower bounds
for the parameters are fixed to values 10 times larger and
10 times smaller than the nominal, except for the Hill
coefficients, which are assumed to be between 0.5 and 4.
More information is included as supplementary material,
see Additional file 3.
This model was created to reproduce the way in which

E. coli adapts to changing carbon sources. With this aim,
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Figure 10Model 2 - Convergence curves, CeSS vs. eSS. The
logarithm of the objective function value is plotted against the
computation time. The performance of 10 individual, non
cooperative threads is shown in black. It is compared with η = 10
cooperative threads that exchange information with τ = 2.15 (green
line). For each method, only the best value found by its 10 threads is
shown at every instant.

it is subjected to a sequence of three consecutive envi-
ronments, where the carbon source is first glucose, then
acetate, and finally a mixture of both. Under these con-
ditions, the 47 concentration profiles are sampled every
1000 seconds, for a total of 162 time points (45 hours).
Therefore the overall number of available samples is 47 ×
162 = 7614. The equations are integrated using LSODE
(Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differential Equations)
[36], which is suited for stiff systems. Integrating these
equations is a computationally expensive task; one evalu-
ation of the objective function takes several seconds.
It must be noted that in [18] a divide-and-conquer

approach was adopted for estimating the parameter val-
ues of the rate equations. In this approach, the large-scale
optimization problem is divided into a set of small sub-
problems, where only a few parameters are estimated at
a time. This allows to reduce the complexity of the task
and consequently the computation times. However, it is an
ad hoc procedure that cannot be applied to most systems
biology problems. Here we adopt a general purpose, large-
scale global optimization approach that does not require
any special structure of the model equations.
As with Model 1, the calibration procedure begins by

carrying out several multistart procedures of local meth-
ods. The selected methods are DHC, fminsearch, and
N2FB (which outperforms fmincon for this problem). We
limit the number of evaluations in the fminsearchmethod
to 2000, so that each local search lasts typically around five
hours on our computers; without this limit it can go on
for much longer without achieving substantial improve-
ments. The maximum time allowed for each multistart is
ten days for all of the methods. Notice that, as with Model
1, each of the algorithms carries out a different number
of local searches, despite the same computational time.
The best solution is fbest = 7.60 · 102, found by the DHC
method; an histogram of the results is shown in Figure 8.
Next, the enhanced Scatter Search (eSS) algorithm is

tested. For this particular problem it was decided to use
eSS with DHC as the local solver because, once again,
it offers the best balance between quality of the solution
and computational time. After selecting 10 different set-
tings and letting the corresponding 10 optimizations run
for 24 hours, the best objective function value achieved is
fbest = 2.37 · 102 and the worst is fbest = 1.48 · 103. Thus
the eSS algorithm clearly outperforms any local method.
Again, we compare the performance of the eSS algo-

rithm with the differential evolution metaheuristic (DE).
We carry out 10 DE optimizations, each with a time limit
of 24 hours, and do the same comparison of conver-
gence curves performed with Model 1. As can be seen
in Figure 9, eSS also outperforms DE for this particular
problem.
Then we test the cooperative optimization method,

CeSS. With this aim, we launch η = 10 cooperative
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Figure 11Model 2 - Data vs. model predictions. Dynamics of the 47 model states. Data points used for calibration are shown as blue dots; the
calibrated model predictions are shown as red lines. The plots show a near perfect match between data and predictions.

threads, each of them implementing the eSS algorithm
with different options (dim refset, local.n2, balance); the
interval between information sharing is τ = 2.15, which
in the hardware used corresponds to 24 hours. Figure 10
plots the convergence curves showing the best value found
at every instant by the 10 cooperative threads compared to

that found by 10 non-cooperative threads. As with Model
1, it can be seen that cooperation speeds up convergence.
After 17 days CeSS reaches an objective function value of
2.51, while eSS obtains 2.58 · 101. The solution retrieved
by CeSS represents a very good match between data
and model predictions, as shown in Figure 11. Figure 12
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Figure 12Model 2 - relative errors in the model predictions. Figure 12.a plots the values of the measured vs. predicted states of the model.
For clarity, values corresponding to very small concentrations (< 10−6) are not shown. Figure 12.b shows an histogram of the residuals, which are
calculated as

∣∣(x̃ − x)/x
∣∣ · 100, where the predicted values are x̃.

plots in logarithmic scale the percentage error in the esti-
mated values of the observables, while Figure 13 shows
the errors in the estimated values of the parameters; these
plots reveal practical identifiability issues similar to those
detected inModel 1. In this case, identifiability issues were
actually expected, given that (i) some parameter values in
the originally published model [18] are very different from
those in the version available in the BioModels database
[37] (model ID: 244), but (ii) despite the differences, both
parameter sets yield similar simulation results. This is a

clear sign of lack of identifiability. However, once again,
the new method is capable of successfully solving the
calibration problem, which is the main objective of this
work. The practical identifiability problems are a conse-
quence of lack of information in the considered data set
and can be surmounted by proper design of additional
experiments [4].
Finally, we would like to comment on the default values

recommended for the search parameters of the cooper-
ative strategy. The main potential disadvantage of using
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Figure 13Model 2 - relative errors in the estimated parameters. Figure 13.a plots the values of the nominal vs. estimated parameters.
Figure 13.b shows an histogram of the residuals, which are calculated as

∣∣(p̃ − p)/p
∣∣ · 100, where the estimated parameters are p̃. In both figures

the results are plotted in a logarithmic scale. The 11 parameters with values < 10−50 are not shown.
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such default settings for a new problem is that the method
could perform worse in two extreme situations: easy
(mildly non-convex) problems, where a simple multi-start
local method could perform very well, and extremely hard
(highly non-convex problems) where there is no struc-
ture at all and local searches do not help. Since for each
new problem we do not have any a priori information
about the topology of the search space, we simply recom-
mend a broad spectrum of values for the aggressiveness
of the threads, so even in the extreme situations the coop-
erative strategy would be able to solve the problem. Of
course, any a posteriori information about the topology,
after a few runs with the default settings, can be exploited
by tuning ψ . This reasoning applies for the case of new
arbitrary problems, but we should add that for the particu-
lar large-scale parameter estimation problems considered
above, the default recommended values have shown a
good performance.

Conclusions
Summary
Typically, systems biology models have a large number
of parameters and are highly nonlinear. Furthermore, the
information content of the available experimental data is
frequently scarce. As a consequence, it is hard to find the
set of parameter values that gives the best fit to exper-
imental data. This task, known as model calibration, is
commonly formulated as an optimization problem, which
in these cases must be solved with global optimization
techniques.
Here we have presented a new method for solving

this problem, called Cooperative enhanced Scatter Search
(CeSS), which is specifically designed to profit from a
parallel environment with several processors. Each of
the processors executes a program (or “thread”) which
implements the enhanced Scatter Search (eSS) algorithm
[24,25]. This is a state of the art metaheuristic capable
of competing succesfully with other global optimization
methods. The key feature of the strategy presented here
is the cooperation between threads, which means that
they exchange information at certain fixed instants. This
information consists of the reference set of solutions they
have found so far; it depends on the best solution found,
the shape of the solution space, and the settings of each
algorithm.
We have tested this strategy with two large-scale E. coli

models of different sizes and characteristics. The first one
models the central carbon metabolism (CCM) using a
recently proposed common modular rate law [11]. The
second is a previously published model that combines
metabolism with a transcriptional regulatory layer [18].
In both cases the presented method clearly outperformed
several state of the art techniques. The performance and
capabilities of the method have also been evaluated using

benchmark problems of large-scale global optimization,
with excellent results.

Insights
The results for the cooperative strategy presented here
shows how cooperation of individual parallel search
threads modifies the systemic properties of the individ-
ual algorithms, improving its performance and outper-
forming other competitive methods. Importantly, it is a
general purpose framework that can be easily applied to
any model calibration problem. Furthermore, the under-
lying cooperative parallel mechanism is relatively simple
and can be extended to incorporate other global and
local search solvers and specific structural information for
particular classes of problems.

Additional files

Additional file 1: LSGO Benchmark. The file includes tests of the eSS
and CeSS methods with the Large-Scale Global Optimization benchmark
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